Society of Peripheral Studies
Citizen Scientist Initiative
SMS: (505) 395-7799

Greetings Aspiring Citizen Scientist,
Unknown forces swirl about us. Remember to keep your wits about
you. Your selection for this mission is based on your keen powers
of observation. We have been unable to complete this investigation
with known agents, and thus your anonymity in this assignment
is critical.
On May 21st, an informant by the name of Luke Stanley, an employee
of the Deep Underground Military Base ( henceforth D.U.M.B.
) located beneath Dulce, NM, left a message on the Society’s
Tipline.
The following is a transcript of his message:
Yeah, my name is Luke Stanley. I work at the Dulce Underground
Base. You know the one. I’ve seen a lot of strange stuff,
and I’m ready to talk. I think maybe I need to talk. They’ve
got me cleaning lab equipment all day... You can reach me
at [ omitted ].
END TRANSMISSION

After receiving this message, we made arrangements for Luke to
appear on Midnight After Dark ( henceforth M.A.D. ), a show on
local Santa Fe radio station KSWV, to make his revelations as
public and transparent as possible.

If you have not already listened intently to the episode in
question, direct your web portal to
https://midnightafter.dk and find the episode titled “Dulce:
Tunnel to the Stars.”
As you will hear in the episode, Luke entered a portal beneath
D.U.M.B.. He has not been seen since. We will henceforth refer
to this occurrence as the Incident
Since the Incident, the Society has been tracking synchronal
entanglement, the idea that actions in one reality can affect
major changes in another reality. This is the first instance
of a known entity entering a portal. We believe Luke’s actions
there may be altering matter in our realm, especially objects
of special meaning to him.
There have already been investigations into Luke’s home and
other haunts. Only Santa Fe Community College ( henceforth SFCC
), where Luke was enrolled as an art student, has yet to be
investigated. Primary research efforts have identified several
locations of interest. Your assignment is to head to SFCC and
investigate Luke’s artworks for evidence of synchronal entanglement.
Scrutinize the following artifacts asfully as you are able and
report your findings to your handler via text message:
• The poem Luke authored on the Haiku Path. We understand
that this is a physical stone embedded in the ground.
• The sketchbook of Luke’s on display outside of the library
on campus.
• The photography installation Luke created on campus. We
are not certain of its exact location.

We must warn you, D.U.M.B. has tightened their security since
Luke’s disappearance and have been tracking known members of
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the Society. We fear that D.U.M.B. will seize these objects
before they have been thoroughly investigated and may interfere
in our research. It is important that you remain undetected
and maintain discretion at all times for our benefit, as well
as for your own.
To accept this assignment, text the code word entanglement to
your Handler at (505) 395-7799. Remember, your Handler is an
automated system. It has limitations, but should be fully capable
of assisting you along your way.
Good luck, Citizen!
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Appendix
Item 1:

Society of Peripheral Studies Archives - from the file: Luke
Stanley
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